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Abstrat:

Muh of set-theoreti pratie onerns questions that are, at �rst blush, seond-order in ontent. The

study of the onstrution of of ertain kinds of maximality priniple (suh as Friedman's Inner Model Hy-

pothesis), are all naturally understood as onerning seond-order lasses rather than sets.

Understandably, given the pleasant metalogial properties of �rst-order ZFC, many set theorists work

hard to render their seond-order interests in �rst-order terms. However, inreasingly set theorists have

beome engaged in questions that are greater than �rst-order (good examples being the results onerning

embeddings from inner models to the universe, the study of open determinay for lass games, and the

onsisteny of the IMH).

In the philosophial literature, there is a debate onerning how to haraterise proper lasses within the

framework of there being a unique, maximal proper lass model of set theory. Traditionally, talk of proper

lasses in set theory was understood as shorthand for statements de�nable in terms of �rst-order formulae

with parameters. However, in the last forty years, philosophial oneptions of proper lasses have been

proposed whih aim to apture this essentially seond-order harater of set-theoreti pratie. In partiular,

Boolos and Uzquiano develop a paraphrase in terms of plural quanti�ation, where Horsten and Welh

provide a mereologial oneption of proper lasses.



In this paper, we examine what an be extrated from partiular philosophial oneptions of lasses,

foussing on the plural oneption. First (§1), we provide some motivating onsiderations for the hoie of

the plural paraphrase. In partiular, we argue that the plural paraphrase meshes better with the foundational

role many have seen for set theory. Next (§2), we note that this oneption of lasses has been viewed to

motivate one of two lass theories, either (1.) MK or (2.) NBG. We argue that this is a false dihotomy; just

as in the ase of subsystems of seond-order arithmeti, we should expet there to be various philosophial

motivations for di�erent strengths of lass theories both intermediate between NBG and MK, and above MK.

Finally (§3), we examine some of the relevant tehnial literature, and draw some philosophial onlusions.

We argue that naturalisti onsiderations motivate the use of some non-de�nable lass talk. In partiular, we

argue for two onlusions (1.) Π
1

1
-omprehension for lasses is motivated by its having many independently

justi�ed onsequenes made lear in the work of Gitman and Hamkins, and (2.) given a stronger naturalism

we an justify the use of strong hoie priniples for lasses extending MK on the basis of work of Gitman.

We onlude that a detailed philosophial and mathematial study of (sub)systems of seond-order set theory

is in order, inluding some whih extend MK.
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